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The Conference of the Realms may be over, but the trouble is just getting started for Jinx and company.
There’s an outbreak of cryptids in the human realm, threatening witch hysteria in Briar Hollow, and a covert
coven reunion in the works.

Jinx finds herself juggling Fae politics while grappling with new career aspirations and relationship
complications — and don’t forget SpookCon2 looming in October.

Join all the characters you’ve come to know and love as they continue to tackle the challenges of life and
magic in the tenth installment of the Jinx Hamilton mysteries.
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From Reader Review To Trick a Witch for online ebook

Tara Schantz says

I love this series! When it started it was like it was going to be one of those cute cozy paranormal mystery
series that I love so much and it was but it became more complex and so much more than that. Ms. Harper
keeps you on your toes, with the who's who, the what's what and the where the check are they now? Jinx and
Tori have really come a long way since coming to Briar Hollow...I still root for Jinx and Chase, sorry Glory
your sweet and all but I'm team Jinx all the way here? I can't wait to see what's next for the group. I won't say
any more I don't want to ruin it for those who have yet to start the series. ?

Diane says

Like earlier Jinx Hamilton books, this one is filled with all your favorite characters. It’s a pleasure to
discover a new title in the series. And in this tenth installment, things were a bit calmer which made for a
nice change of pace. There was a lot to keep track of but I’m hoping it’s an introduction to many more
books. Please keep writing about Briar Hollow and the adventures of this group. Reading each page is an
escape from day to day life that is terrific!

Diana Blick says

Great Jinx Hamilton

There is less angst and action in this one, a sort of Jinx Hamilton "how I spent my summer vacation", though
some of the happenings are critical to the ongoing story. It was an enjoyable afternoon read, and if you're a
Jinxie fan don't miss it!

diana romano says

A Jinx Hamilton Mystery book 10

This was another winner I just love all her different magical characters. I also learn the magical history. Even
though this is a fiction book. Who's to say it could be true. I highly recommend all the whole series off books
to everyone who loves witches and magical creatures. Diana Romano

Dianne says

The first half of this book was soooo slooooow and again this book felt as if it should have been two
different novellas instead of being touted as a book. I was going to give up but the book finally got a bit
better (more confusing) but somewhat better. My curiosity got the better of me and I did manage to finish it.



And that goes against the rule I normally have for myself -sitting through crap hoping you'll get to something
good. It takes one sip of milk to know that it's spoiled, so why should I give a book more than 25% before I
toss it?!

I am noticing editing errors that I didn't notice in the first bunch 'o books.

Juliette Harper says

UPDATE: The book went live on 10/31! https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0771GFZKQ

Hi, Jinx fans! To Trick a Witch will be ready in time for Halloween. Put the book on your TBR list so you
won't miss the tenth installment of the series!

Angelyn Krout says

I must take my leave...

I can’t write much of a review as I feel the need to run on to the next book. Still hooping I do t have to go all
Brenna on Ms. Juliette if there aren’t several more books waiting for me to read when I am finished with
book 11. ?

Judi Radtke says

This series only gets better

The characters are enjoyable the story line is fun engaging, and makes you want to keep in reading. Jinx and
her family are relatable, and you just got to love Festus sometimes.

Brian French says

Great book

Another great book in the series. Loved it. The only complaint I have is it seemed like a filler book. A kind
of I n between book that just kind of sets you up for the next one opening a new plot line



Sherry Bledsoe says

Oh dear......the books ends in yet a new direction

I guess the Isherwood and Chesterwood drama's are behind us. Now, it's the Scandinavian Witches and
possibly a potential War of The Witches that is on the horizon. This is is like a Harry Potter series (with a
little dumbing down) with no ending in sight. Still....it does hold your interest. This, though, was my least
favorite in this series. It basically a rehashing of the story with a quick tidying up at the end and a seque into
a new story line.

Gina says

The writing team of Patricia Pauletti and Rana K. Williamson, known under their pen name of Juliette
Harper, did it again. The Jinx Hamilton series continues to suck me into the magical world, spin me around,
twist and turn me with surprises, and make me want to be a part of the incredible world they have created.
You may notice this one took me a bit longer to read because, well, life interferes at the most inopportune
times! I like to take my time with these books - if you rush through them, you will undoubtedly miss an
important detail that becomes important later on.

Not losing an ounce of steam that has been building since book 1, I don't read these books, I devour them.

If you love magical worlds filled with incredible life forms, each with their own stories to tell, if you love
being swept away from your daily life into a wonderland rich with characters and described beautifully, you
will love this series.

See my reviews for the first 9 books here on Goodreads. All are wonderful!

KDinSC says

Best one yet!

I'm binge reading this new-to-me series supernatural cozy mystery series by Juliette Harper. I love jinx and
her "framily". Fun, laughter, sorrow, mysteries and betrayals, magic, friendship, love, meet human day to
day lives.

Melissa says

Aw crap, another cliffhanger!

These stories are too good for cliffhangers! I would have given 5 stars without it. Fun, humor, suspense,
adventure, this book has it all. And wonderful characters, too!



Patti Brennan says

Fabulous

I adore this series and this is fantastic the imagination of the authors the characters they have developed and
the new ones they keep bringing into the series make for lively ,wonderful reading and I can hardly wait for
the next book

Jo-ann says

More surprises.....

Jinx and crew are in Londinium to make sure Barnaby is after stepping in front of Jinx to keep her from
being assassinated. Jinx has made a decision to work with both DGI and IBIS to keep those from the Middle
Realm safe until they can be educated on all Realms. On top of this is the rumors going around Briar Hollow.
Up coming Halloween should be interesting.

Our heroine and friends are trying their best to keep the paranormal and Fae safe and from being brought out
to the human's attention.

Jo-Ann Doyle


